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To (tal, Luhon it invity concern. 
Be it known that I, JAMESELMIER MARTIN, 

of Braddock, in the county of Emmons and 
State of North Dakota, have invented a new 
and Improved Wending-Machine, of which the 
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion. 
One object of this invention is to provide 

a simple and durable machine especially 
adapted for dispensing cigars or other mate 
rial capable of being carried in circular racks; 
but the machine is especially designed for 
dispensing cigars of various prices and to 
provide a means whereby coins of required 
dimensions may be placed in the same chute 
and Will find their way to the compartments 
designed to receive them, the coins acting to 
all tomatically set in motion the mechanism 
to deliver one or more pieces of merchandise. 
A further object of the invention is to so 

COnstruct the machine that the various re 
positories may be conveniently filled when 
emptied, and also to provide a means where 
by When any repository is empty an alarm 
Will be Sounded, notifying the attendant of 
Such fact, 
Another object of the invention is to pro 

vide for the closing of the coin-receiving 
chute While any one repository is empty, and 
also to provide a means whereby an alarm 
Will be sounded when a washer or similar 
device has been introduced into said coin 
receiving chute. 
The invention consists in the novel con 

Struction and combination of the several 
parts, as will be hereinafter fully set forth, 
and pointed out in the claims. 

Reference is to be had to the accompanying 
drawings, forming a part of this specification, 
in Which similar characters of reference indi 
cate corresponding parts in all the figures. 

Figure 1 is a front elevation of the im 
proved machine, a portion of the front of the 
casing being broken away. Fig. 2 is a verti 
cal transverse section taken practically on 
the line 22 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a horizontal 
Section taken substantially on the line 33 of 
Fig. 2, and Figs. 4 and 5 are detail views of 
One of the governing-pawls for a drum 
adapted to carry the merchandise. 
A represents a casing of any desired con 

struction and of any desired shape, which is 

provided with an upper chamber B and a 
lower chamber B'. The upper chamber B 
is used for the storage of cigars, while the 
lower chamber B' contains the mechanism. 
for dispensing the cigars. A horizontal par 
tition 10 is located near the bottom portion 
of the lower chamber B', which partition ex 
tends from the front to a point near the rear, 
and the space between the bottom of the 
partition 10 and the bottom of the casing is 
adapted to receive a money-drawer C, as 
shown particularly in Fig. 2: The money. 
drawer is provided with a suitable lock, and 
the top of the casing is hinged and is also 
provided with a lock. 
A short coin-receiving chute 11 is intro 

duced at the top of the casing near one of 
its ends, as shown particularly in Figs. I and 
2, and this small chute 11 connects with a 
main chute 12, which, as shown in Fig. 2, is 
given an inclination downwardly in direction 
of one side of the casing. This main chute 
12 is provided with a series of openings 12 
in its bottom, and One of the openings near 
the top is provided with a downwardly-ex 
tending conductor 13, adapted to receive a 
dime, for example, another opening lower 
down being provided with a conductor 14, 
adapted to receive a cent, for instance, while 
other conductors 15 and 16 are provided also 
lower down, one adapted to receive a nickel 
and the other a quarter of a dollar; but it 
will be understood that the number of con 
ductors may be varied as occasion may de 
mand. 
At the upper end of the main chute 12 a. 

conductor 17, is located at one of the open 
ings 12, adapted to receive a coin of less size 
than a dime, and a similar conductor 18 is 
provided in front of the conductor 14 for the 
cents, and conductors 19 and 20 of like char 
acter are also provided in front of the main 
conductors 15 and 16 for nickels and quar 
ters. o 
The chamber B is divided into a number 

of compartments by parallel uprights 21, 
mounted on a suitable base 22, and the mech 
anism in each compartment for the delivery 
of merchandise is identical. Therefore the 
description will be confined to the construc 
tion in one compartment. 
A shaft 22 is journaled in the uprights 21. 
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in a removable manner, and on the said shaft partment to such a position that the said trays 
between the said uprights two drums 23 and at their inner ends receive the merchandise 
24 are secured, each drum consisting of an 
outer circular section a, an inner reduced 
circular section a', and an intermediate ta 
pering or conical section (t, the inner circul 
lar section a' being provided with a series of 
pins 24, the pins on both drums being in 
transverse alinement; but the periphery of 
the outer circular portion a of one of the 
drums is provided with a series of teeth 25. 
A cord 26 is attached to and wound upon the 
shaft 22 between the drums, and at the free. 
end of this cord a weight 27 is secured. A 
trip-lever 28 extends from a point below the 
coin-conductor for the compartment, as 
shown in Fig. 2, to the front of the casing be 
neath the toothed portion of the drum, as 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and this lever 28 is 
fulcrumed at its forward end in suitable up 
rights 29. Links 30 are pivoted to this le 
ver and extend upward therefrom, and the 
forward end of a pawl 31 is pivoted between 
the upper ends of said links, the said pawl 
being fulcrumed upon a pin 32, secured to 
one of the said standards or uprights 21, as 
shown in Fig. 2. The pawl is provided with 
two contact-points-namely, one point b be 
tween its ends and a second point b' at its 
rear terminal. Both points are adapted to 
engage under certain conditions with the 
teeth 25 on one of the drums of a repository 
for the merchandise, as shown in Figs. 1 and 

35 
2, the point b of the pawl engaging with said 
teeth, when the repository is inactive and 
serves to hold said repository in such posi 
tion, while the point b' of the pawl serves to 
check the rotation of the repository when re 

40 
leased from the point b and allows the said 
repository to turn a distance only correspond 
ing to the distance between the pins 24 on 
the drums. 
A spring 33 is attached to a pin 34, which 

is projected from a side of the pawl 31, and 
45 

55 

this spring in the normal position of the 
pawl crosses its pivot at a point slightly above 
the center, the opposite end of the spring be 
ing attached to one of two guide-posts 35, that 
are attached to the base 22 and extend up 
ward at the rear of the pinportions of the 
drums 23 and 24. The said posts 35 are pro 
vided with concaved surfaces 36 where they 
face the pin-surfaces of the drums, as shown 
in Fig. 2, so that the cigars placed between 
the pins at the ascending portion of the drum 
will not drop out from their seats, and blocks 
37 are secured to the front of the casing A 
opposite the pin portions of the drums, as is 
also shown in Fig. 2, and these blocks have 
concaved faces 38, which face the drums. 
The said blocks 37 serve to prevent cigars 
dropping from their seats between the de 
scending pins on the drums. 
An opening 39 is made in the front of the 

casing at each of the compartments therein, 
and a receiving-tray 40 extends out through 
each opening 39 and upward within the com 

released from the repository. Above each 
opening 39 a door 41 is preferably placed, in 
order that access may be obtained to the re 
positories for the purpose of filling the same. 
A pin 42 is projected from the outer face of 

the drum 24, carrying the teeth 25, and the 
said pin when the repository has been emp 
tied is adapted to engage with a lever 43 and 
press said lever down, which lever at that 
time will rock a shaft 44, with which it is con 
nected, the said shaft being journaled in the 
posts 35, and at one end of the shaft 44 a rear 
wardly-extending arm 45 is attached, having 
an adjustable weight 46, and said weight 
tends to hold the lever 43 in position to be en 
gaged by the pin 42, as aforesaid. It will be 
understood that the levers 43 for all of the 
compartments are attached to the same shaft 
44. The rearwardly-extending arm 45 of the 
shaft 44 is attached to an upwardly-project 
ing rod 47, which rod is provided with a fork 
48 at its upper end, and said fork is adapted 
or engagement with a retarding device D, 
made preferably of non-magnetic wire 49, 
bent substantially to an S shape, and this 
device is pivoted at or about the central por 
tion of its central member on a pin 50, which 
is insulated and extends beyond the insula 
tion, the rod 47 engaging with the lower mem 
ber of the said retarding device, while the up 
per member is in the form of a hook and is 
adapted to enter the small chute 11 through 
a suitable opening made in the said chute; 
but normally the connecting member between 
the intermediate and lower member of the re 
tarding device is within the said smaller chute 
11, and a coin cannot pass down said chute 
without pressing said connecting member 
downward, and in so doing the upper mem 
ber will be carried into the said chute. Thus 
should a washer be placed in the chute 11 
the upper member of the retarding device 
will enter the opening in the washer and hold 
it from passing farther. When a washer or 
the like is held by a magnet, to be herein 
after described, or other retarding device, a 
coin cannot pass through to the trip device; 
but the retarding device is so close to the en 
trance of the chute 11 that a coin at such time 
partly projects from the chute. Therefore the 
person placing the coin in the chute 11 may 
readily take it out, and an electric alarm, also 
to be hereinafter described, will operate until 
the washer is removed by a fine bent wire or 
similar device. The lower end of the retard 
ing device is adapted for engagement with a 
pin 51, insulated for a portion of its length 
and located near the upper end of the smaller 
chute 11, and the pins 50 and 51 are in circuit 
connection with a battery 52 and an alarm de 
vice 53, as illustrated in Fig. 3, when a washer 
or the like blocks the chute or when one or 
more of the repositories are empty. A mag 
net 54 is placed in the smaller chute at the 
lower portion of the slot through which the re 
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tarding device, which is non-magnetic, ex 
tends, the said magnet being adapted to at 
tract and retain any plugged or plain iron or 
steel disk that may be introduced into the 
said chute 11, and which the retarding device 
would not retain, the disk holding the retard 
ing device so that it touches the pin 51, thus 
closing the electric circuit and causing the 
bell 53 to ring and blocking the chute at this 
time. 
When a coin slides down the small chute 

11, in passing the retarding device it presses 
down its front portion and closes the electric 
circuit for the length of time it is passing 
over; but such time is so short that the bell 
will ring for an instant only, and, if noticed 
at all, signifies that a coin has slid down the 
chute. The weight of the lower portion of 
the retarding device is sufficient to normally 
hold it in position to break the electric cir 
cuit. 

In operation, supposing a repository to 
have been practically filled with cigars, one 
side will substantially balance the other, but 
the weight 27 will tend to turn the repository 
in direction to discharge an article the mo 
ment the repository is released from its pawl 
31, which is effected at the time a coin strikes 
the trip-lever 28, connected with the pawl. 
When the weight has descended, the mer 
chandise upon the rear side of the repository 
will have been exhausted and the forward 
side only will be filled, and the repository will 
then operate through gravity, the weight not 
being needed. When the last piece of mer 
chandise has been discharged from the re 
pository, the pin 42 of the repository will en 
gage with the lever 43, which in its turn will 
operate the shaft 44 and connected rod 47, 
and will carry the lower end of the retarding 
device in engagement with the pin 51, clos 
ing the circuit and sounding an alarm, thus 
announcing that the repository is empty. 
The attendant may now readily fill the empty 
repository by opening the door 41 and pass 
ing the cigars through the opening thus pro 
vided into the front lowermost pocket formed 
by the pins 24 and turning the repository 
rearward as each pocket is filled. As the re 
pository moves rearward the forward point 
b of the pawl 31 will disengage from the teeth 
25 of the repository. 
The spring of the pawl is so arranged as 

not to pass the center of the pivot until the 
front point b of the pawl has moved slightly 
farther than to disengage the teeth 25. The 
goods being placed in the repositories, the 
weight on the journals will hold the repository 
from revolving rearward any farther than the 
attendant turns it, the front point b of the 
pawl preventing the repository from rotating 
frontward When the attendant removes his 
hand. 

Having thus described my invention, I 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent 

1. In a vending-machine, the combination 
With a coin-receiving chute, of a retarding de 
vice pivotally mounted adjacent said chute, 
and adapted to enter and obstruct said chute, 
means for rocking said, retarding device by 
the insertion of a coin, and an alarm arranged 
for connection with said retarding device 
when it is rocked, as set forth. 

2. In a vending-machine, the combination 
with a repository, and a coin-chute, of an 
alarm device, a retarding device mounted ad 
jacent said chute and arranged to obstruct 
the chute and actuate the alarm device, a 
rocking lever operated by the repository when 
the latter is empty and a connection between 
the lever and retarding device, as and for the 
purpose set forth. 

3. In a vending-machine, a coin-receiving 
chute having an opening near its receiving 
end, and a retarding device pivotally mount 
ed adjacent said chute with a portion nor 
mally lying in the said opening and an upper 
end adapted to enter said opening when such 
portion is depressed, and an alarm Sounded 
by said retarding device, as and for the pur 
pose set forth. 

4. In a vending-machine, a coin-receiving 
chute, a retarding device pivotally mounted 
adjacent to said chute on a pin connected 
with an electric alarm and consisting of an 
intermediate member normally lying within 
the chute, an upper member adapted to enter 
said chute when the intermediate portion is 
depressed, and a lower member adapted to 
close the circuit of the alarm apparatus, as 
and for the purpose set forth. 

5. In a vending-machine, a series of revolv 
ing repositories, a rocking shaft extending 
transversely to said repositories, a series of 
levers secured on said rocking shaft adjacent 
said repositories each of said levers being ar 
anged to be moved when its adjacent reposi 
tory is empty whereby to rock the shaft, a 
coin-receiving chute, an S-shaped retarding 
device pivotally mounted on a pin connected 
with an electric alarm and having an upper 
end adapted to enter the chute to obstruct 
the same and a lower end adapted to close the 
circuit of the alarm mechanism, and a con 
nection between the rocking shaft and said 
retarding device, as and for the purpose set 
forth. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

JAMES ELMER MARTIN. 
Witnesses: 

ISAAC E. SHEPARD, 
ANTON OLSON. 
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